CREDIBILITY EVIDENCE
Is the evidence relevant only because it affects the assessment of the credibility of a witness or is it relevant for a
credibility purpose and another purpose for which it is not admissible? s101A

OR

YES
Credibility evidence is not admissible unless an exception applies s102

Is the evidence being
led in cross
examination?
s103

Is the evidence being
led in chief to rebut
a denial in crossexamination?
s106

YES

YES

Is the evidence
capable of
substantially
affecting the
assessment of the
credibility of the
witness?
s103

Has the matter been
put to the witness in
cross examination
and denied, not
admitted, or not
agreed to?
s106

YES

YES

Is leave required
NO
(criminal proceeding)?
s104

YES
Should leave be
granted?
s104 and s192

YES

Is leave required?
s106(2)

Is the
evidence led
in reexamination?
s108(1)

YES
Does the matter arise
from cross
examination, or has
leave been granted?
s39 and s192

YES

Is it evidence of a
prior consistent
statement?
s108(3)

YES
Has a prior
inconsistent
statement been
admitted, or is it or
will it be suggested
that evidence
is fabricated,
reconstructed or
the result of
suggestion?
s108(3)

Is it evidence of
specialised
knowledge?
s108C

Is it character
evidence?
s110

YES

YES

Is the evidence
capable of
substantially
affecting a witness’s
credibility?
s108C

Is it led by the
defendant to prove
good character, or is it
led to rebut the
defendant’s evidence
of good character?
s110

YES

Is the credibility
evidence capable of
substantially
affecting the
assessment of
the credibility of
the maker of the
representation?
s108A(1)

YES
Is leave
required?
s112

YES
Should leave be
granted?
s192

YES

YES

YES

Was evidence of
a previous
representation
admitted in the
proceeding and its
maker not called to
give evidence?
s108A

NO

Is leave required
(criminal proceeding)?
s108B

YES
Should leave be granted?
s192

YES

EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBLE ON THE CREDIBILITY OF WITNESS

Should leave be
granted?
s108B and s192

YES

